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 Branding  Iron  Price  List
  Prices listed can vary somewhat due to relative simplicity or complexity of the logo or art

ARTWORK: We can work from .eps, .ai, .dxf, .cdr, .jpg, and .tif files, as well as from black and white art. If you send us black and
white are we prefer it to be 200% of actual size. We can work from clean, black and white art, a positive transparency, or a film
negative, although in these computerized days we prefer to work from vectorized computer files. We can also do original art from a
photograph or rough drawing at a cost of $45/hr. Avg. charge is $25-$75. Half-tones (shading) don't work for branding, although
some shading can be done with dots or parallel lines. Keep lettering size above 3/32" (10 point) in height, 1/8" (12 pt) high or larger if
using serif style (Roman) lettering Outline lettering and other intricate styles may need to be larger. We recommend not using white
images on a black background in most cases unless the white areas are large enough to stand out. You can send art by mail or
email to us for approval. We will inform you if your art will work well as a brand and recommend changes if needed. We do not
normally work from faxed art as it is rather poor quality. Jpeg and tiff images are fine for evaluation, but need to be at least 600 dots
per inch if we are to use them to work from.

EQUIPMENT: We offer the most reliable, heavy-duty equipment available. Our heavy brass/bronze dies are 5/8" thick, and are
interchangeable. Our engraving is .120" minimum depth on standard sizes and and can be done deeper for extra charge. A heat
control unit is recommended for all electric branders to insure good image reproduction and to prolong heater life. Drill press
operated models are available for production branding. Listed below are our most popular sizes for custom electric and torch
heated branders. Prices are listed for any signature, text or logo which will fit within the desired size. For Hobby Branders, see
below.

Additional charges for: heat control; drill press irons; artwork; shipping.

Engraving
250 Watt iron w/ blank die

OR

Torch heated

$125
$210
$335

$150

Engraving
250 Watt iron w/ blank die

 OR

Torch heated

$150
$225
$375

$170

Engraving
250 Watt iron w/ blank die

 OR

Torch heated

$170
$225
$395

$185

Engraving
250 Watt iron w/ blank die

OR

Torch heated

$180
$245
$425

$195

These are our most popular standard sizes, but we can make almost any size and configuration you may need.

OTHER STANDARD SIZES AND COSTS:

1-1/2" x 4"—Engraving
Plus 350 Watt heater with blank die

$230         Heat control- $30
$265 
$495 total          Torch heated --- $240

1-1/2" x 6"  —Engraving
Plus 500 Watt heater with blank die

$305         Heat control- 125.00
$295
$595 total          Torch heated --- $320
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3" x 4" square
Plus 700 Watt heater with blank die

$360         Heat control- $125.00
$350
$710 total          Torch heated --- $395

Larger Heaters:  700 watt-1000 watt - $310             Shop Built heaters vary in size and cost
Heat controls:   250 - 350 Watt $30           400-1000 Watt 125.00
Drill Press Type Brander- All models - $80 added to base price

LARGER SIZE BRANDING DIES AND HEATERS ARE AVAILABLE. SEND ARTWORK FOR QUOTATION.

Interchangeable block letters and numerals are available in 1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", and 1"  heights, available as "T" slot or
"drop in" type, cost varies from $9.25 to $10.50 per character.   2" characters - $12.00 each.      To accept changeable type, dies
must be modified at additional cost. Cost of modification varies.

INTERCHANGEABLE DATES can be made for any die.
Pricing varies

HOBBY TYPE BLOCK LETTER BRANDING IRONS

ELECTRIC
We offer a 120 Watt unit from a different manufacturer.
Lead time is 3 weeks.
1/8" letters, larger available upon request.
2 lines - Maximum 20 characters per line: $75
3 lines $95
Shipping, add $10.00

TORCH HEATED
1/8" letters, larger available upon request.
2 lines - Maximum 20 characters per line: $60
3 lines $75
4 lines $95
Shipping, add $10.00

CUSTOM STRIKING STAMPS start at $125, plus shipping.
These are made of heat treated die steel. Submit artwork for quote.

EMBOSSING, COINING dies vary in complexity and cost.
Submit artwork for quote.

SHIPPING: Standard shipping is by US Postal Service. Faster shipping available on request.
COD's: Add $9.00 or more, depending on amount of COD, to rates below.

   US Canada. International

250 Watt Iron/Die $ 18.00 $ 28.00 $55.00 and up

350 Watt iron/Die $ 18.00 $ 28.00           "

500 Watt Iron/Die $ 18.00 $ 28.00           "

Larger Heaters/Dies: Shipping varies depending on weight.

Shipping costs will be more if you prefer UPS or FedEx, also if you need express shipping.

* Western Zone: MN, Wl, IA, MO, AR, LA, TX, OK, KS, NE, SD, ND, MT, WY, CO, NM, AZ, UT, NV, ID, WA

* Eastern Zone: IL, MS, Ml, IN, KY, TN, AL, FL, GA, OH, SC, NC, VA, WV, PA, MD, DE, NJ, NY, CT, MA, NH, VT, ME, Rl

Alaska & Hawaii: 2nd Day Air or Priority Mail. Canada: Priority Mail, $28 & up, U. S. funds. International rates vary,

email for quote, include country and postal code.

Prices effective September 18, 2012
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